This paper addresses the problem of quickest detection of a change in the maximal coherence between columns of an n × p random matrix based on a sequence of matrix observations having a single unknown change point. The random matrix is assumed to have identically distributed rows and the maximal coherence is defined as the largest of the p 2 correlation coefficients associated with any row. Likewise the k nearest neighbor (kNN) coherence is defined as the k-th largest of these correlation coefficients. The forms of the pre-and postchange distributions of the observed matrices are assumed to belong to the family of elliptically contoured densities with sparse dispersion matrices but are otherwise unknown. A nonparametric stopping rule is proposed that is based on the maximal kNN sample coherence between columns of each observed random matrix. This is a summary statistic that is related to a test of existence of a hub vertex in a sample correlation graph having degree at least k. Performance bounds on the delay and false alarm performance of the proposed stopping rule are obtained in the purely high-dimensional regime where p → ∞ and n is fixed. When the prechange dispersion matrix is diagonal it is shown that, among all functions of the proposed summary statistic, the proposed stopping rule is asymptotically optimal under a minimax quickest change detection model as the stopping threshold approaches infinity. The theory developed also applies to sequential hypothesis testing and fixed sample size tests.
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I. INTRODUCTION
O NE of the greatest challenges in data analysis is to develop robust algorithms for statistical inference on large scale data. Many big data applications fall in the so-called sample starved regime [1] , where conclusions have to be drawn or decisions have to be made based on a small set of samples of a high-dimensional vector. Most classical statistical tests have been designed for the large sample regime, where the number of samples are much larger than the dimension of the vector, and hence are not applicable to high-dimensional data analysis. Thus, new approaches are needed to address these challenges.
In this paper we consider the problem of detecting a change in maximal kNN coherence between columns of a random matrix. The kNN coherence is defined as the k-th largest correlation coefficient between columns of the random matrix, as described below, and arises in dependency testing (k = 1), correlation screening (k = 1), node centrality analysis and hub discovery (k > 1) in graphical models. For simplicity, unless it might cause confusion, we refer to maximal kNN coherence as simply maximal coherence.
We take a non-parametric approach in this paper, assuming that the data matrix has a distribution in the elliptically contoured family but is otherwise unknown. This non-parametric family is very general, containing both the light-tailed matrix normal (Gaussian) distribution and the heavy tailed multivariate Student-t distribution. The elliptically contoured family of distributions is characterized by a vector valued location parameter, a vector valued scale parameter, a matrix valued dispersion parameter, and a shaping function. The coherence matrix is derived from the dispersion matrix by dividing the i-th and j-th row and column by the square root of the product of the ith and j-th diagonal element, resulting in a matrix of correlation coefficients. We will use the sample correlation coefficient, computed from pairs of columns of the data matrix, as a change detection statistic. Under the elliptically contoured assumption on the observed sequence of matrices, this empirical estimate of coherence has a distribution that only depends on the dispersion parameter; it does not depend on the location parameter nor the shaping parameter.
In the maximum coherence quickest change detection setting addressed here, the first few matrix-valued observations in the sequence are i.i.d. with a nominal coherence matrix, i.e., a "normal" or "expected" baseline of multivariate correlations. At some time point in the sequence the maximum coherence may change, e.g., a sudden shift from incoherence to coherence, or vice-versa. The objective is to detect a change in maximal coherence as quickly as possible. In many applications the change has to be detected in real time, i.e., with minimum possible delay, while avoiding false alarms. Rapid and timely detection of disorder can potentially save the cost of acquiring the rest of the samples.
The maximal coherence change detection problem has many applications including to slippage problems in multivariate timeseries analysis and financial stock analysis, anomaly detection in social networks, cyber-physical systems and communication networks, and intrusion detection in sensor networks. In multivariate time-series analysis, it is of interest to know if the maximal correlations between time series have abruptly changed over time. In portfolio balancing, it is of interest to detect a sudden change in the maximal correlation between a set of stocks being monitored. In social networks, it is of interest to detect an abrupt change in the interaction levels between agents. In communication networks it is of interest to detect emergent hubs of highly correlated traffic flows over the network, which may be a potential point of attack by a cyber attacker. In sensor network intrusion detection, the presence of an intruder may abruptly increase or decrease maximal correlation between various sensors located near the intruder.
The major challenges in this problem are: 1) In the high dimensional setting the number p of variables (columns) in the data matrix may vastly exceed the number n of samples (rows) in the matrix. 2) The statistical properties of each data matrix may not be precisely known, i.e., the problem is nonparametric in nature 1 . 3) Accurate detection of a change in the maximal correlation is complicated by the unknown baseline (pre-change) distribution of data matrix, and in particular the maximal sample correlation test statistic. We overcome these challenges by using recent results in random matrix theory to obtain an asymptotic large p small n distribution of the maximal sample correlation and recent results in sequential detection to define change detectors whose false alarm rates can be controlled even when the nominal (pre-change) distribution has unknown parameters.
We formulate the change detection problem in the framework of quickest change detection (QCD) (see, e.g., [2] , [3] , and [4] ). In the QCD problem a decision maker observes a stochastic process over time. At some point in time, called the change point, the distribution of the process changes. The decision maker has to detect this change in distribution with minimum possible delay, subject to a constraint on false alarms. The QCD problem has been formulated in various ways in the literature. One prevalent formulation of the QCD problem is as a stochastic optimization problem, where the goal is to find a stopping time on the observed stochastic process so as to minimize a suitable metric on the delay, subject to a suitable metric on the false alarm rate. A typical solution is a stopping rule that reduces to a single threshold test, where a sequence of statistics is computed over time, and a change is declared the first time the statistic exceeds a stopping threshold. The stopping threshold is chosen 1 By nonparametric we mean that the parameter space is infinite dimensional.
to control the rate of false alarms. The theoretical foundation for such sequential decision making was laid by Wald; see [5] [6] . The Bayesian version of the problem, where a prior on the change point is assumed, is developed in [7] , [8] , and [9] . The QCD problem in non-Bayesian minimax settings has been formulated in [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . In general, an optimal or asymptotically optimal solution to a QCD problem can be obtained only when the pre-and post-change distributions are known to the decision maker, or when the post-change distribution is in a parametric family. In the nonparametric setting, an optimal solution is hard to obtain. As a result, in the nonparametric setting considered here the goal is often less ambitious than to find an optimal solution. Rather, a reasonable procedure is proposed and its properties are established, e.g., consistency, convergence rate, scalability, and so on. In this paper we propose a consistent and scalable nonparametric procedure for correlation change detection in a high-dimensional sample starved setting. See Sections II and III for details.
Specifically, we consider the following random matrix observation model. An independent sequence of random matrices {X(m)} is observed over time, indexed by m, where each X(m) is an n × p short and fat random matrix. By short and fat matrix we mean p n. The n rows of each random matrix may correspond to a block of identically distributed random samples of a p variate vector, e.g., sampled over blocks of time or sampled in a sequence of repeated experiments. For example, in the case of detecting a change in the coefficients of a Gaussian univariate time series, p successive time samples may be acquired over n well separated blocks of time. In multi-pulse radar imaging used for change detection, p denotes the number of pixels and n denotes the number of radar pulses used in a single radar burst to form the radar image at time m. In stochastic finance, we may have access to multiple instances of stock returns over a week. A quarterly report consists of a matrix of n = 12 weekly returns of the p = 10, 000 stocks. The objective is to detect a change in the maximum correlation associated with the sequence of quarterly reports. In each of these examples the data has been grouped into batches of time to form the data matrix X. Our analysis in this paper will require that the change in distribution occur between batches rather than within a batch.
If the distribution of the random matrices belong to a parametric family, and the value of the parameter before the change is known, then efficient procedures from the quickest change detection literature can be used for detection [11] , [14] , [15] . However, as discussed above, when the pre-change parameter or the distribution is unknown, no optimal procedures are known for detection of change. Here, by optimal we mean optimal in the sense of minimizing detection delay as studied in the classical QCD literature [8] , [11] , [16] . In this paper we propose a nonparametric procedure that can provably detect a a change in the maximal coherence in the high dimensional regime of p n and n fixed. Specifically, in Section II we consider the problem of quickest detection of a change in maximal coherence under the assumption that the X(m) are independent and identically distributed, with joint distribution from the nonparametric family of elliptically contoured distributions. We propose the maximal sample correlation statistic V (X) as the test statistic derived from the data matrix X that is used to detect a change. The summary statistic V (X) is an estimate of the k-th largest correlation coefficient in the ensemble coherence matrix. While in the classical setting of p fixed and n → ∞ this estimate is asymptotically consistent, it has no theoretical accuracy guarantees in our high dimensional setting of p → ∞ and n fixed. However, by interpreting V (X) as the minimal size of the k-nearest neighborhood among all the columns of the observed matrix, results of [17] establish an explicit parametric form for the distribution of V (X) in the high dimensional setting that is the basis for our proposed QCD procedure. Here the size of the neighborhood is measured by the sample correlation associated with the column and its knearest (most correlated) neighbors. In particular, we obtain an asymptotic distribution for the summary statistic in the sample starved purely high dimensional regime of p → ∞ with n fixed and small. We show in Section III that the distribution of the summary statistic belongs to a one-parameter exponential family, with the unknown parameter a function of the underlying distribution of the sample coherence matrix.
In this manner we map the sequence of n × p observed data matrices {X(m)} to a sequence of real valued summary statistics {V (X(m))} whose distribution is in a known parametric family for sufficiently large p and finite n. Any change in distribution in the sequence {X(m)} that causes a change in the parameter of the distribution of {V (X(m))} can be detected. While the parametric family for {V (X(m))} is known, the actual pre-and post-change parameters may not be known. However, under block sparsity conditions on the population correlation matrix, the pre-change parameter can be shown to be in the vicinity of 1 (See Theorem 3.1 below). We thus detect the change in parameter by applying the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) based test of Lorden [11] (also see [18] ) by setting the prechange parameter to 1. We then provide a detailed performance analysis of the Lorden's test under misspecification of the preand post-change distributions. We emphasize that the analysis for Lorden's GLR test is non-trivial and requires additional conditions beyond the standard conditions used for SPRT and CUSUM [4] (see Section IV-B).
We show that the proposed test procedure is asymptotically optimal over all tests that use the summary statistic V (X) to detect changes in maximal correlation. This is because our proposed test uses the asymptotic distribution of the summary statistic in the Lorden's test.
We also remark that while we focus on sequential detection of changes, the proposed summary statistic can also be used for more general sequential testing problems in the high dimensional data regime [4] .
In Section V we validate the effectiveness of the proposed procedure by verifying the theoretical results through numerical simulations.
In summary, the contributions of this paper: we propose a nonparametric quickest detection procedure for detecting a change in correlation in a sequence of n × p high-dimensional matrices (p n) {X(m)}. Specifically, the contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) We propose a novel summary statistic V (X) of the data matrix X to test maximal coherency. This statistic is the maximal sample correlation between the columns of the matrix X. 2) We obtain an asymptotic distribution for V (X) in the purely high dimensional regime of fixed n and p → ∞ under the assumption that the matrices X are elliptically distributed. This asymptotic distribution of V (X) belongs to a one-parameter exponential family. 3) We propose applying Lorden's GLR test to the summary statistic sequence {V (X(m))} and we analyze its performance when the pre-and post-change distribution are misspecified. 4) We obtain conditions on the pre-and post-change dispersion matrices in the elliptical model of X(m) for which the change can be accurately detected for any specified false positive constraint.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
A decision-maker sequentially acquires samples from a family of distributions of n × p random matrices over time, indexed by m, leading to the random matrix sequence {X(m)} m ≥1 , called data matrices. The data matrices in the sequence are assumed to be statistically independent. For each m the data matrix X(m) has the following properties. Each of its n rows is a sample of a p-variate random vector X(m) = [X 1 (m), · · · , X p (m)] T with p × 1 location parameter µ m and p × p positive definite dispersion matrix Σ m . The random matrix X(m) is assumed to have a vector elliptically contoured distribution, also called an elliptical density, [19] , [20] ,
for shaping function h m on R + . The shaping function only has to satisfy the properties: 1) h m ≥ 0; 2) h m (u)du < ∞ for (1) to be a properly defined density function over R p . If µ m = 0 and Σ m = I p , where I p is the p × p identity matrix, then the matrix X(m) is said to have a spherical density. Note that under the density (1) the rows of X(m) are not independent unless the shaping function has the form h m (u) = c exp(−u 2 /2) for which X(m) is multivariate Gaussian. When h m satisfies additional conditions the location parameter μ m and the dispersion parameter Σ m are the mean and covariance of f X(m ) . However, we do not require any additional conditions on h m in this paper.
As in [17] and [21] , the p × p dispersion matrix Σ m is said to be block sparse of degree s if there exists a row-column permutation that puts it into block diagonal form with block size of size s × s where s = o(p). It is said to be row-sparse of order s if no row contains more than s non-zero elements, where s = o(p). Block sparsity, or the weaker row sparsity, of the dispersion matrix will be required for most of the results in this paper.
The coherency matrix, also known as the correlation matrix, is obtained from the dispersion matrix by normalizing the entries of Σ m so that the diagonals are equal to 1. Specifically, the coherence matrix C m is defined as:
where D m is the diagonal matrix obtained by setting the off-diagonals of Σ m equal to zero. The magnitudes of the off-diagonal elements of C m are the coherence coefficients of the model (1) .
The objective in this paper is to detect a change in the kth largest coherence coefficient. For k = 1 this is simply the
denotes its i, jth element, and abs(u) denotes the absolute value of u ∈ R. As the maximum is equal to zero if and only if Σ m is diagonal, it is relevant to multivariate dependency testing [22] , [23] , [24] . Similarly, as the maximal kNN coherence is equal to zero if and only if Σ m is row sparse (with no row having more than k non-zero entries) it is relevant to k-dependency testing or, equivalently, detection of high degree (≥ k) vertices in a correlation graphical model [25] , [17] .
With η m denoting the maximal kNN coherence of X(m) (here the dependence on k is supressed), the objective of the change detection problem is to detect a change point γ such that
where η 0 = η 1 .
For the purpose of detecting and localizing a possible change in the maximal coherence, we will construct a test on a sequence of summary statistics 
At each time point m the decision-maker decides to either stop sampling, declaring that the change has occurred, i.e., m ≥ γ, or to continue sampling. The decision to stop at time m is only a function of (V (1), · · · , V (m)). Thus, the time at which the decision-maker decides to stop sampling is a stopping time for the sequence {V (m)}. The decision-maker's objective is to detect the change in maximal correlation as quickly as possible, subject to a constraint on the false alarm rate.
The above detection problem is an example of the quickest change detection (QCD) problem [3] , [2] , and [4] . The objective in our QCD problem is to find a stopping time τ on the sequence {V (m)}, so as to minimize a suitable metric on the delay (τ − γ), subject to a constraint on a suitable metric on the event of false alarm {τ < γ}. This paper follows the minimax QCD formulation of Pollak [16] :
where E γ is the expectation with respect to the probability measure under which the change occurs at γ, E ∞ is the corresponding expectation when the change never occurs, and β ≥ 1 is a user-specified constraint on the mean time to false alarm. Depending on the nature of the summary statistic V (X) the expectation E γ may be a function of the shaping function, the translation parameters {μ m }, and the dispersion matrix {Σ m }.
For example, when the summary statistic is defined as the maximal sample coherency (see Section III), the expectation depends on the dispersion matrix through a scalar parameter J, but does not depend on the shaping function or the location vector. For simplicity of notation, we do not explicitly show the dependence of this expectation on these parameters. If the pre-and post-change densities are known to the decision maker then algorithms like the Cumulative Sum (CuSum) algorithm [10] , [11] , [12] , or the Shiryaev-Roberts family of algorithms [26] , [16] , [27] , can be used to detect a change in the maximal coherence.. Both the CuSum algorithm and the Shiryaev-Roberts family of algorithms have strong optimality properties with respect to both the popular formulations of Lorden [11] and that of Pollak [16] , used in this paper.
If the pre-change distribution is known and the post-change distributions belongs to a known parametric family, then efficient QCD algorithms can be designed having strong asymptotic optimality properties, based on, e.g., the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) technique [4] , the mixture based technique [4] , or the non-anticipating estimation based technique [15] .
The summary statistic V (m) = V (X(m)) that we will use for quickest change change detection is the k-th largest sample correlation, defined below, between the columns of the data matrix X(m). This is equivalent to the maximal kNN distance between columns, as measured by correlation distance. The theory from [17] helps us establish that the proposed summary statistic has a well defined exponential limiting distribution as p → ∞ for fixed n, the so-called "purely high dimensional regime" [1] . This summary statistic is related to the empirical distribution of the vertex degree of the correlation graph associated with the thresholded sample correlation matrix. Below we show that the distribution of the statistic V (X) converges to a parametric distribution in the exponential family in this purely high dimensional regime. Thus, the nonparametric QCD problem in terms of {X(m)} is mapped to a parametric QCD problem in terms of the summary statistic sequence {V (X(m))}. We then apply a GLR based test suggested by Lorden in [11] to the sequence of summary statistics {V (X(m))} to detect the change efficiently.
If the pre-change dispersion matrix Σ 0 is diagonal, then we show below that the pre-change distribution f 0 V is completely specified and the post-change distribution f 1 V is specified up to a scalar unknown parameter. In this case the GLR stopping rule used is asymptotically optimal under the Lorden minimax QCD model [11] , and hence also in terms of solving (4), among all rules that are stopping rules for the sequence {V (X(m))}.
If the pre-change matrix Σ 0 is unknown and not diagonal, then the pre-change distribution f 0 V depends on an unknown scalar parameter. Below we establish conditions on the matrix Σ 0 which guarantee that the GLR stopping rule remains approximately optimal, in the sense that the mean time to false alarm and mean time to detect are within a constant scaling factor of the values of the optimal QCD decision rule. This is achieved by analyzing the performance of the GLR test under mis-specification of the pre-change distribution.
III. SUMMARY STATISTIC FOR DETECTING A CHANGE IN MAXIMAL COHERENCE
In this section we define the proposed summary statistic V (X) and obtain its asymptotic density in the purely high dimensional regime of p → ∞, n fixed.
The notation below follows the conventions of [17] . For an elliptically distributed random data matrix X we write
where X i = [X 1i , · · · , X ni ] T is the ith column and X (i) = [X i1 , · · · , X ip ] is the ith row. Define the p × p sample covariance matrix as
whereX is the sample mean of the n rows of X. Define the sample correlation (coherency) matrix as
where D A denotes the matrix obtained by zeroing out all but the diagonal elements of the matrix A. Note that, under our assumption that the ensemble dispersion matrix Σ of the rows of X is positive definite, D S is invertible with probability one. Thus R ij , the ijth element of the matrix R, is the sample correlation coefficient between the ith and jth columns of X. Define d (k ) NN (i) to be the magnitude of the sample correlation between the i-th column of X and its k-th nearest neighbor in the remaining columns of X (with respect to correlation distance). Equivalently, d 
Thus, if magnitude correlation between variables is used as a distance measure, then the summary statistic V k is the maximum size of the k-Nearest Neighborhood (kNN) across variables. Note that the summary statistic V k is a global statistic, and is insensitive to variations in the minimal kNN correlations as long as the maximum of these kNN correlations remains the same. Below we show that the distribution of the statistic V k can be related to the distribution of an integer valued random variable N k,ρ that counts the number of highly correlated neighborhoods.
For a threshold parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1] define the correlation graph G ρ (R) associated with the correlation matrix R as an undirected graph with p vertices, each representing a column of the data matrix X. An edge is present between vertices i and j if the magnitude of the sample correlation coefficient between the ith and jth components of the random vector X is greater than ρ, i.e., if |R ij | ≥ ρ, i = j. We define δ i to be the degree of vertex i in the graph G ρ (R). For a positive integer k ≤ p − 1 we say that a vertex i in the graph G ρ (R) is a hub of degree k if δ i ≥ k. We denote by N k,ρ the total number of hubs in the correlation graph G ρ (R), i.e.,
The events {V k (X) ≥ ρ} and {N k,ρ > 0} are equivalent. Hence
Because of the above relation, for a fixed level ρ, V k (X) indicates the presence of star subgraphs of degree at least k in the correlation network of threshold value ρ. Thus V k (X) is an extreme value statistic that is only sensitive to the topology of the correlation network through the distribution of star subgraphs.
Theorem 3.1: Let Σ, the population dispersion matrix of the rows of X, be row sparse of degree s = o(p). Fix k positive integer, let p → ∞ and ρ = ρ p → 1 such that p 1/k (p − 1)(1 − ρ 2 ) (n −2)/2 → e n,k ∈ (0, ∞). Then: 1) as p → ∞:
where J X is is a fixed scalar depending on the distribution of the sample correlation matrix R (defined in [17, Equation ( 33)]) and
2 du, a n =2B((n− 2)/2, 1/2) with B(l, m) the beta function, φ(k) = 2 if k = 1, and φ(k) = 1 otherwise. 2) If Σ is block sparse of degree s, then
and if Σ is diagonal then J X = 1. Proof: The result follows from (6) and from Proposition 2 in [17] :
under the same asymptotic limit of p and ρ specified in the theorem statement.
In Section III-A below we provide some insights into the nature of the parameter J X appearing in Theorem 3.1 above. We comment on the consequences of this theorem. Furthermore, it can be shown that the Theorem 3.1 holds if p and n both go to infinity as long as e n,k is finite and nonzero. This is guaranteed if n increases as log p.
Using (6) and Theorem 3.1, the large p distribution of V k defined in (5) can be approximated by
where Λ(ρ) is as defined in Theorem 3.1. Although the limits in Theorem 3.1 are guaranteed to hold for large values of ρ, numerical experiments [17] have shown that the approximation (7) remains accurate for smaller values of ρ as long as n is small and p n. The distribution (7) is differentiable everywhere except at ρ = 0 since P (V k (X) = 0) > 0. For ρ > 0 and large p, V k has density
Note that f V in (8) is the density of the Lebesgue continuous component of the distribution (7) and that it integrates over ρ ∈ (0, 1] to 1 − O(e −p 2 ). The density f V is a member of a one-parameter exponential family with J X as the unknown parameter. This follows from the following relations. First
where
does not depend on ρ, and
is the incomplete beta function. Using (9) and noting that
is a member of the exponential family with parameter J X > 0:
The vertex degree parameter k in (12) is a fixed design parameter that can be selected to maximize change detection performance according to (4) . In the sequel, we focus on the case k = 1 for simplicity of presentation. All of the analysis below continues to hold when f V is replaced by the general form (12) . For k = 1, the statistic V k reduces to the maximal magnitude correlation
and the density in (12) reduces to
where we have suppressed subscript X in the exponential family parameter J.
In Fig. 1 is plotted the density f V for various values of J for n = 10, and p = 100. We note that for the chosen values of n and p, the density is concentrated close to ρ = 1.
A. Interpretation of the Parameter J = J X
The asymptotic approximation to the probability P(N k,ρ > 0), used in Theorem 3.1, is obtained in [17] by relating N k,ρ to Fig. 1 . Plot of density f V in (12) for various values of the parameter J for n = 10, p = 100. This is the density of the summary statistic used to detect a change in covariance of the random matrix sequence X.
a Poisson random variable in the purely high dimensional limit as p → ∞ and n fixed. The first step is to recall the Z-score representation of the sample correlation R:
These Z-scores lie in a n − 2 dimensional subspace
Due to the fact that
the correlation between the columns of the data matrix is directly related to the Euclidean distance between their corresponding Z-scores. The parameter J = J X is a limiting value of an average of the joint density of the Z-scores. It is a Z-score uniformity measure: J = 1 implies the scores are uniformly distributed on the n − 2 dimensional sphere, J > 1 if the scores are homophilic in nature, and J < 1 if they are homophobic. For more details see Section-II in [21] .
IV. QCD FOR LARGE SCALE RANDOM MATRICES
In this section we apply the asymptotic results of Theorem 3.1 to quickest change detection of the maximal kNN coherence in the data matrix sequence {X(m)}. We assume that both the pre-and post-change dispersion matrices, Σ 0 and Σ 1 , are row sparse with degree s = o(p), and map the data matrix sequence {X(m)} to the sequence of summary statistics {V k (X(m))} m ≥1 , with k = 1. For simplicity we refer to this sequence as {V (m)}. In the asymptotic regime considered in Theorem 3.1, the random variables {V (m)} each have an approximate asymptotic density f V (·; J) of form (14) . Let J 0 and J 1 be the value of parameter J before and after change point γ, respectively. The QCD problem is to detect and localize the change in distribution of V (m):
Below we consider two cases of row-sparse pre-change dispersion matrices: 1) Σ 0 is diagonal, and 2) Σ 0 is not diagonal but is block-sparse. Note that Σ 1 is only assumed to be row-sparse.
If Σ 0 is diagonal then, from Theorem 3.1, J 0 = 1, and the QCD problem in (15) reduces to detecting a change in parameter J of the exponential family density (14) , with known pre-change parameter value. The change in this case can be efficiently detected using Lorden's GLR test [11] (also see Section IV-A below), and the test can be designed using the performance analysis provided in [11] .
In the case of non-diagonal dispersion matrix Σ 0 , the QCD problem in (15) has an unknown pre-change parameter J 0 . There are no known efficient solutions to the QCD problem in this case 2 .
However, we recall that if the dispersion matrix Σ 0 is only block-sparse with degree s p, then by assertion 2 of Theorem 3.1, J 0 is close to 1, i.e., |J 0 − 1| is small. Motivated by this fact we use Lorden's test in this case as well, with J 0 set equal to 1, and characterize the range of pre-change parameters close to 1 for which the change can be detected efficiently. Specifically, in Section IV-B below, we provide delay and false alarm analysis of Lorden's test when there is a mis-specification in the pre-and post-change distribution. As discussed in the introduction, such an analysis for SPRT and CUSUM is standard (though nontrivial), and is available in the literature [4] . But, the one involving GLR based CUSUM, i.e., Lorden's test requires an extra set of conditions. These extra set of conditions are specified in Assumptions 1-3 below.
We note again that the performance analysis in Section IV-B is provided for an arbitrary one-parameter exponential family, and not just for the family in (14) .
A. QCD With Diagonal Pre-Change Dispersion Matrix Σ 0
If the pre-change dispersion matrix is diagonal, then from Theorem 3.1 J 0 = 1, and the QCD problem (15) reduces to the parametric QCD problem with unknown post-change parameter J:
Consider the following QCD test, defined by the stopping
where A and > 0 are user-defined parameters, and J is a user-defined set of post-change parameters. The parameter A is 2 The difficulty in this setting is that due to our minimax formulation, depending on the algorithm used, the worst case delay for the chosen algorithm will occur when we do not have enough time to learn the pre-change parameter. 3 The subscript G in τ G is used to denote a GLR test. This is not to be confused with the use of density function g in the misspecification analysis to follow. a threshold used to control the false alarm rate. The parameter represents the minimum magnitude of change, relative to J = 1, that the user wishes to detect. In the following, we chose either J = (−∞, ∞) or J = [0, ∞).
The stopping rule τ G was shown to be asymptotically optimal in [11] for a related QCD problem when 1) the marginal density f V (v; ·) of the observation sequence {V (m)} is of known form that is a member of a one-parameter exponential family, and 2) when the parameter J 0 of the pre-change density is known. Both of these properties are satisfied for the summary statistic V = V (X) for the QCD model in (16) , since J 0 = 1. Due to the results in [14] , the stopping rule τ G is asymptotically optimal for the minimax change detection problem (4) as well.
The following theorem establishes strong asymptotic optimality of this test with {V (m)} as the observation sequence. It also provides delay and false alarm estimates with which the test can be designed.
Theorem 4.1 ([11] , [14] ): Fix any > 0 and J = (−∞, ∞).
1) For the stopping rule τ G , the supremum in (4) is achieved at γ = 1, i.e.,
2) For C > 0 depending on , setting A = log[C β log β] ensures that as β → ∞,
and for each possible true post-change parameter J, with |J − 1| ≥ ,
where I(J) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the densities f V (·; J) and f V (·; 1). Theorem 4.1 implies that the stopping rule τ G is uniformly asymptotically optimal for each post-change parameter J, as long as |J − 1| ≥ . For convenience of implementation one can also use the window limited variation of τ G as suggested in [14] . The constant C in the theorem can be explicitly obtained from Theorem 4.2 below; see equations (24) and (25) after the theorem. Also note that, the theorem above is true for any J ⊂ (−∞, ∞) since among all choices of parameter set J , J = (−∞, ∞) leads to the worst case trade-off between the delay and the rate of false alarms.
B. QCD With Block-Sparse Pre-Change Dispersion Matrix Σ 0
As discussed above, if the pre-change dispersion matrix Σ 0 is not diagonal, then the pre-change parameter J 0 = 1. If Σ 0 is block-sparse with degree s, then by part 2 of Theorem 3.1, |J 0 − 1| is small. This motivates the use of Lorden's test as in (17) for QCD. However, Theorem 4.1 no longer applies since f V (·; J 0 ) with J 0 = 1 is a mis-specification of the true prechange distribution. In this section we extend Theorem 4.1 to cover stopping rules specified by Lorden's GLR test for {f V (·; J)} vs f V (·; 1) under this kind of mismatch. The theorem proven below is in fact applicable to a broader class of scalar parameter exponential families, not just to the {f V (·; J)} family (14) considered in this paper.
Consider the following general setting. For scalar parameter θ let {f θ } be a parametric exponential family of distributions with respect to a σ-finite measure μ
where Θ is a specified interval on the real line and b(θ) is differentiable everywhere on Θ.
The QCD test τ G for detecting a change from f θ 0 to f θ , under the constraints θ ∈ Θ and |θ − θ 0 | ≥ is given by
where {Y i } is an i.i.d. observation sequence. The τ G given in (17) is a special case of the τ G given in (20) with f θ (·) replaced by f V (·; J). Below we provide performance bounds for the mean time to false alarm and the average detection delay when the samples are drawn from a density g. Specifically, we provide bounds on E g [τ G ], where E g denotes expectation with respect to the probability measure under which all the samples {Y i } have density g. When the density g is close to f θ 0 , the expression E g [τ G ] can be interpreted as an estimate of the mean time to false alarm. When the density g is close to f θ , for some θ with |θ − θ 0 | ≥ , then the expression E g [τ G ] can be interpreted as an estimate of the average time to change detection.
C. Mean Time to False Alarm
We first provide a lower bound on E g [τ G ] when g is not necessarily equal to f θ 0 , but is close to f θ 0 in a particular sense. The closeness is characterized through the following three assumptions.
Assumption 1: There exists a positive constant κ θ,g such that for every θ ∈ Θ with |θ − θ 0 | ≥
Furthermore, there exists κ g such that
The condition in (21) is the classical condition needed to analyze one-sided tests under mis-specification [28] . The condition in (22) is an additional condition that will be needed for analysis of the GLR test defining the stopping time (20) .
Let G be a family of densities on the real line, for example,
Assumption 2: There exists a positive constant κ * such that
Assumption 3: The KL-divergence KL(f θ f θ 0 ) = I(θ) between f θ and f θ 0 increases with |θ − θ 0 |. 2) Furthermore, if Assumption 2 is also satisfied then for every g ∈ G
Proof: See appendix. We note that the lower bound in the second part of the above theorem is not a function of the density g. Also, if g = f θ 0 then κ * = κ g = κ θ,g = 1, ∀θ, then the lower bounds agree with the bounds presented in Theorem 4.1. Specifically, by setting κ * = κ g = 1 and A = log[C β log β] we get as β → ∞
Thus, the right choice of C is
D. Average Detection Delay
We next obtain an upper bound on E g [τ G ] when g is close to one of the members of the post-change set of densities {f θ : θ ∈ Θ; |θ − θ 0 | > }. The closeness here is characterized by the following assumption. 
as A → ∞.
Proof: See appendix. We note that if g = f θ , for |θ − θ 0 | ≥ , then the upper bound in Theorem 4.3 is the mean detection delay of the GLR test as obtained in Theorem 4.1.
E. Discussion on the Assumptions
For the Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 to be used to bound the mean time to false alarm and the mean detection delay, the distribution family f θ must satisfy Assumptions 1-4 stated above. In some cases these conditions can be analytically verified, e.g., the case of detecting a shift of mean in the Gaussian distribution as shown below.
Consider the Gaussian density parameterized by its mean θ
where the objective is to detect a change in mean from a level θ 0 to a level θ, with |θ − θ 0 | ≥ . Let the samples {Y m } have density g = fθ 0 . In this case the integral expression (21) has a closed form expression and the following establish that Assumptions 1-3 are satisfied. The following is proven in the Appendix.
Lemma 1: Let f θ be of the form (26) and fix θ 0 ,θ 0 . Then 1) The KL divergence KL(f θ f θ 0 ) is strictly increasing in |θ − θ 0 |. Furthermore, there exists a κ θ,g > 0 given by
satisfying (21) provided |θ 0 − θ 0 | < /2. 2) There exists a κ g > 0 given by
that satisfies (22) .
satisfies Assumption 2. That is, κ * is the minimum of k g with g = f θ 0 + 3 and k g with g = f θ 0 − 3 . We turn to the problem of detection of a change in parameter J of the distribution f V (ρ; J) in (14) of the summary statistic V (m). Unlike the Gaussian case, the KL divergence is not in closed form and the assumptions in Theorem 4.2 can only be verified by numerical evaluation. Specifically, we verify that if the samples are drawn from J 0 , i.e., g = f J 0 , then, similar to the Gaussian case, the worst case κ g is achieved at the boundary. Fixing = 0.9 and J 0 = 1.1, we plot the integral in (21) for various values of J, |J − 1| ≥ , in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 shows several curves, indexed by J = 0.4, 1.9, 5, 10, 15, that are numerical evaluations of the integral (f V (v; J)/f V (v; 1)) κ f V (v; J 0 ) dv = 1 plotted as a function of κ. In the figure we can see the points at which the integral equals 1 (identified for example by the labels κ 1.9 and κ 5 ), and the smallest such point correspond to the curve for parameter J = 1 + = 1.9. By inspecting the behavior of these curves for different values of J 0 and (not shown) one can see varying J 0 and that there is an interval around 1 for which the A p × p sample from the Wishart distribution is generated and some of the entries are forced to be zero in such a way that no row has more than s non-zero elements. Specifically, we retain the top left s × s block of the matrix. For each row after s rows, s consecutive elements after the diagonal term is retained. The rest of the entries are either set to zero, or filled to maintain symmetry. Mathematically, for i, s + 1 ≤ i ≤ (p + s)/2, all but the diagonal and the (p + s + 1 − i)th element is forced to zero. Each time an entry (i, j) is set to zero, the entry (j, i) is also set to zero, to maintain symmetry. Finally, a positively scaled diagonal matrix is added to Σ 1 to restore its positive definiteness. We set n = 10, p = 100, and s = 5.
This procedure gives a non-diagonal dispersion matrix Σ 1 that determined the value of J = J 1 after the change point. The value can be estimated empirically by drawing repeated samples {X(m)} T m =1 from the N (0, Σ 1 ), computing the summary statistics {V (m)} T m =1 and empirically estimating J using the method of [29] or by maximizing T m =1 f V (V (m); J) using (14) , giving the maximum likelihood estimate MLE.
To implement τ G we have chosen = 1.5, and we use the maximum likelihood estimator of J which, as a function of the m samples (V (1), · · · , V (m)) from f V (·, J), is given bŷ In Fig. 4 we compare the delay vs false alarm trade-off curve for the post-change parameter J = 3.5 plotted in Fig. 3 predicted by Theorem 4.1. Fig. 4 shows that the predictions are quite accurate. We have obtained similar results when the test was simulated for different sparsity degrees s. Thus, the change can be efficiently detected using our proposed methodology.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of Lorden's GLR test (15) for detecting changes in maximal coherence when the pre-change or post-change distributions are possibly misspecified. Fig. 5 shows the delay vs false alarm trade-off curves for two misspecification scenarios. In both scenarios the experimenter implements Lorden's GLR test assuming that the prechange parameter is J = J 0 = 1 and the postchange parameter is J = J 1 which is unknown except that J 1 ≥ 1 + = 1.5. The first scenario is the standard GLR setting for Lorden's test: the prechange dispersion matrix Σ 0 is diagonal and the post-change matrix Σ 1 is row-sparse giving a true (but unknown) value of J 1 = 3.15. In the second scenario the pre-change dispersion matrix Σ 0 is not diagonal but instead is block-sparse. The first curve from the bottom in Fig. 5 is the performance, obtained via simulations, of the Lorden's stopping rule τ G when Σ 0 is indeed diagonal and the post-change parameter is J = 3.149. This curve characterizes the performance in the first scenario and will serve as a benchmark for the second scenario.
In the second scenario, Σ 0 is block sparse with block size 5 and corresponding to parameter value J = 1.31. The performance of Lorden's GLR stopping rule τ G for this case is shown by the second curve from the bottom in Fig. 5 . As expected there is a loss in performance because of misspecification of the pre-change parameter J 0 . For this plot the threshold A for τ G was chosen using the knowledge of the pre-change parameter J 0 .
The remaining (top two) curves in Fig. 5 show the loss in performance as predicted by Theorem 4.2. As suggested by the theorem the asymptotic large β delay-false alarm trade-off is given by
when the pre-change parameter is known, and by
when the pre-change parameter is known only within a range of uncertainty. The top most curve in Fig. 5 is the trade-off curve for the case when we only know that |J 0 − 1| ≤ 0.4. For this curve, κ * = 0.33 is obtained by solving (f J (v)/f 1 (v)) κ f J 0 (v) dv = 1 for J = 2.5 and J 0 = 1.4. The second curve from the top is the trade-off curve when the value of κ is obtained by using the knowledge that the pre-change parameter J 0 = 1.31. The value of κ = κ g so obtained is 0.47. The top two curves are obtained by dividing the log of mean time to false alarm (the value plotted on the horizontal axis) by the lower bounds on mean time to detect, the o(1) approximations on the right hand sides of (31) and (32). The fact that these top two curves are significantly greater than 1 reflects the conservativeness of these lower bounds.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced and analyzed a method for quickest change detection (QCD) of a step change in the maximal coherence of a sequence of random matrices, under the assumption that the rows of these matrices are elliptically distributed with row-sparse dispersion matrices before and after the change. In the case that columns of the random matrices are incoherent, i.e., the dispersion matrix is in fact diagonal before the change, the proposed QCD algorithm is first-order asymptotically optimal in the sense of Lorden [11] and Pollak [16] among all detection algorithms that use the proposed summary statistic, which is the maximal coherence of the sample correlation matrix. We have also provided mis-specification analysis of the proposed procedure when the pre-change or post-change distributions are unknown. Future work will include extensions to local summary statistics and experiments with QCD for sequential dependency testing in high dimension.
either greater or less than θ 0 , making θ 1 − θ 0 positive or negative. Thus, left hand side is a subset of the right hand side. An identical argument given in reverse justifies that the right hand side is a subset of the left.
By Assumption 1 there exists a positive constant κ θ,g satisfying (21) for every θ ∈ Θ with |θ − θ 0 | ≥ . Furthermore, there exists κ g such that
With this assumption we have an upper bound on the estimate in (37): ∀θ ∈ Θ, |θ − θ 0 | ≥ ,
Now consider the infimum on the right hand side of (38). Let the infimum be approached along the sequence {θ }. Then,
where the last inequality follows from (40). An almost identical argument yields the same bound on the probability of the other event involving a supremum in (38). Thus,
By Assumption 3, I(θ), the Kullback-Leibler divergence between f θ and f θ 0 , increases with |θ − θ 0 |. Because of this assumption, if
then the infimum and supremum on the right hand side of (38) are achieved at the boundaries θ 0 + , and θ 0 − , respectively. To see this, we differentiate to show that the term inside the infimum is equal to
Thus, setting the derivative to zero shows that the local interior minima θ * must satisfy
Since, Θ is assumed to be an interval and the term inside the infimum is continuous, it must achieve its minimum on [θ 0 + , θ M ], where θ M is the rightmost point of Θ. The condition (43) guarantees that the minimum cannot be achieved on (θ 0 + , θ M ). Furthermore, it cannot be achieved at θ M since otherwise we would have the contradiction
where the last inequality follows from the standard necessary condition on optimization over convex sets; see Proposition 2.1.2 in [30] . Almost identical arguments allows us to prove that the supremum on the right hand side of (38) is achieved at θ 0 − if (43) is true. Define M = m : m > A min{I(θ 0 + ), I(θ 0 − )} .
We have the estimate 
Thus, similar to the estimate in [11] , we have the estimate 
This proves the first part of the theorem. The second part is now obvious.
Proof of Theorem 4.3: Let θ g be as in Assumption 4. Then note that
